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"Online beauty behavior has evolved beyond just
purchasing to include a wider variety of steps, which
depend on the consumer, the situation and the purchase.
Many beauty consumers will utilize online and offline
channels throughout their path to purchase, creating a
variety of opportunities for retailers and brands to learn
about customers’ behavior pre- and post-purchase."
- Alexis DeSalva, Retail & Apparel Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Online activity is integral to the path to purchase
A mix of informative and inspirational content will engage more consumers
Beauty consumers want simple reassurances in order to increase online shopping

Because of the tactile nature of beauty’ persisting hesitation regarding buying without seeing, brands
must find ways to fill the gaps of in-person shopping online. Consumers want and will continue to
expect online tools that inform, affirm and reassure their purchases, especially as digital channels
become an important beauty resource. Understanding why consumers want this and how they are
using these features will allow brands and retailers to better serve their customers.
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Making online beauty shopping personal
Figure 7: Prose Instagram post, October 2019
Figure 8: Atolla Instagram post, October 2019

What’s Struggling
Digital overload can turn off consumers
Limitless digital space needs to make more room for diversity

What to Watch
Social media: the modern day window shopping
Virtual reality will be necessary to appeal to multichannel beauty shoppers

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
The beauty purchase process mixes online and offline
Consumers seek a mix of informative and inspirational content
Visual nature of social media compensates for the void of in-person shopping
Consumers want convenience of online but seek reassurance when buying without seeing

Online Beauty Consumers and Online Activity
Analyst Perspective
Most consumers are navigating across channels
Figure 9: Online activity and types of online beauty consumers, October 2019
Beauty consumers invest time in pre-purchase research
Younger adults’ emphasis on beauty opens the door for more brand engagement
Figure 10: Types of online consumers, by age, October 2019

Types of Online Content
Analyst Perspective
Curious beauty consumers crave content
Figure 11: Types of online content, October 2019
Young women want to master their look, but need guidance doing so
Figure 12: Types of online content, by gender and age, October 2019
Figure 13: Ulta’s top creatives, November 2018
Figure 14: Sephora top creative, July 2019
Hispanic consumers’ interest in ingredients signals focus on holistic wellness
Figure 15: Types of online content, by Hispanic origin, October 2019

Activity by Item
Analyst Perspective
Consumers seek validation from multiple sources
Figure 16: Activity by item, October 2019
Women conduct more activity, regardless of item
Figure 17: Activity by item, by gender, October 2019
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Shoppers seek instructional content to maximize their purchase
Sources of inspiration

Preferred Online Resources
Analyst Perspective
YouTube is a preferred resource nearly as much as beauty websites
Figure 18: Preferred online resources - NET, October 2019
Figure 19: Ouai YouTube video, October 2019
Figure 20: Ouai YouTube video, October 2019
Brands see the worth investing in YouTube
Figure 21: Sephora site spend, October 2018-November 2019
Figure 22: Ulta site share, October 2018-November 2019
Older women turn to category experts
Social media is a crucial resource for younger beauty shoppers
Figure 23: Preferred online resources, by age, October 2019

Social Media Use
Analyst Perspective
Social media is the virtual version of window shopping
Figure 24: Social media use, by gender – October 2019
Figure 25: Everlane Instagram stories, September 2019
Informative and instructional content adds value for young women
Figure 26: Social media use, by gender and age, October 2019
Young men are shopping through social
Figure 27: Social media use, by gender and age, October 2019

Brand Awareness and Discovery
Analyst Perspective
Consumers are paying attention to beauty ads online
Figure 28: Brand discovery, October 2019
ColourPop products live up to their name
Figure 29: ColourPop Instagram post, November 2019
Goop is sleek, chic and clean, just like its products
Figure 30: Goop logo
Glossier pink has evolved beyond a catchphrase
Figure 31: Glossier Instagram post, August 2019
Figure 32: Glossier Instagram post, July 2019
A variety of marketing tools prove effective for engaging young men
Figure 33: Brand discovery, by gender and age, October 2019
Influencers and peers are equally effective for promoting discovery to youngest beauty consumers
Figure 34: Brand discovery, by age, October 2019
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Desired Improvements
Analyst Perspective
Simple reassurances will encourage more shopping
Figure 35: Desired improvements, October 2019
Gen Z wants VR and IRL
Figure 36: Bite Beauty Instagram post, August 2019
Figure 37: Desired improvements, by age, October 2019
Better product selection will drive more shopping among multicultural consumers
Figure 38: Desired improvements, by race and Hispanic origin, October 2019
Figure 39: Fenty Beauty by Rihanna YouTube video, January 2019
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Abbreviations
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